
THE WORK OF STANISLAV SMIRNOVHARRY KESTENStanislav (Stas for short) Smirnov is reeiving a Fields medal for his ingeniousand astonishing work on the existene and onformal invariane of saling limits orontinuum limits of lattie models in statistial physis.Stas demonstrated his mathematial skills at an early age. Aording toWikipediahe was born on Sept 3,1970 and was ranked �rst in the 1986 and 1987 InternationalMathematial Olympiads. He was an undergraduate at Saint Petersburg StateUniversity and obtained his Ph.D. at Calteh in 1996 with Nikolai Makarov as histhesis advisor. Stas has also worked on omplex analysis and dynamial systems,and more physial models than perolation (e.g., Ising model).Shall disuss his work on limits of lattie models. This work should make sta-tistial physiists happy beause it on�rms rigorously what so far was aeptedon merely heuristi grounds. The suess of Stas in analyzing lattie models instatistial physis will undoubtedly be a stimulus for further work.Wonderful result of Stas (together with Hugo Duminil-Copin, [11℄). Announedonly two months ago. Rigorous proof that the onnetive onstant of the planarhexagonal lattie is√2 +
√

2.The onnetive onstant µ of a lattie L is de�ned as limn→∞[cn]1/n, where cn isthe number of self-avoiding paths on L of length n whih start at a �xed vertex v.Usually easy to show by subadditivity (or better submultipliativity; cn+m ≤ cncm)that this limit exists and is independent of the hoie of v. However, the value of µis unknown for most L. This result of Stas is another major suess in StatistialPhysis. 1. PerolationSo far Stas best known for work in perolation, so disuss this now.The �rst perolation problem appeared in Amer. Math Monthly, vol. 1 (1894),proposed by M.A.C.E. De Volson Wood ([10℄). "An equal number of white andblak balls of equal size are thrown into a retangular box, what is the probabilitythat there will be ontiguous ontat of white balls from one end of the box to heopposite end ? As a speial example, suppose there are 30 balls in the length ofthe box, 10 in the width, and 5 (or 10) layers deep."Only an inorret solution. Hiatus till 1954.Broadbent ([1℄) asks Hammersley at a symposium on Monte-Carlo methods (in1954): Think of the edges of Z
d as tubes through whih �uid an �ow with prob-ability p, and are bloked with probability 1 − p. p is the same for all edges, and2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 60F05; 60K35.Key words and phrases. Fields medal, Conformal Invariane, Cardy's formula, rossingprobabilities. 1



englishTHE WORK OF STANISLAV SMIRNOV 2the edges are independent of eah other. If �uid is pumped in at the origin, howfar an it spread ? Can it reah in�nity ?Physiists interested in the model sine it seems to be one of the simplest modelswhih has a phase transition. In fat Broadbent and Hammersley ([1, 2℄) provedthat there exists a value pc, stritly between 0 and 1, suh that ∞ is reahed withprobability 0 when p < pc, but an be reahed with stritly positive probabilityfor p > pc. pc is alled the ritial probability. The perolation probability θ(p) isde�ned as the probability that in�nity is reahed from the origin (or from any other�xed vertex).Let E be a set of edges. Say that a point a is onneted (in E ) to a point bif there is an open path (in E) from a to b. De�ne the open lusters as maximalonneted omponents of open edges in E. By translation invariane, Broadbentand Hammersley result shows that for p < pc, with probability 1 all open lustersare �nite; for p > pc, (on Z
d) with probability 1 there exists a unique in�nite openluster (see [3℄ for uniqueness). Can replae Z

d by another lattie. Also an haveall edges open, but the verties open with probability p and losed with probability
1 − p. In obvious terminology, bond and site perolation. Site perolation is moregeneral than bond perolation.For Stas' brilliant result shall onsider exlusively site perolation on the 2-dimensional triangular lattie.

Figure 1Would like to have a global (as opposed to mirosopi) desription of suhsystems. What is θ(p,L) ? Behavior of the "average luster size" and some otherfuntions. Have a fair understanding of the system for p 6= pc �xed. E.g., if p < pc,then (with probability 1) there is a translation invariant system of �nite lusters.The probability that the volume of the luster of a �xed site exeeds n dereasesexponentially in n (see [12℄, Theorem 6.75). If p > pc, then there is exatly onein�nite open luster. If C denotes the open luster of the origin, then for p > pcand some onstants 0 < c1(p) ≤ c2(p) < ∞,
c1n

(d−1)/d) ≤ − log
[

Pp{|C|
]

= n} ≤ c2n
(d−1)/d.



englishTHE WORK OF STANISLAV SMIRNOV 3For d = 2 we even know that
0 < − lim

n→∞
n−(d−1)/d log

[

Pp{|C|
]

= n} < ∞,i.e., for some 0 < c(p) < ∞,
Pp{|C|

]

= n} = exp
[

− (c + o(1))n(d−1)/d
](see [12℄, Setion 8.6).Expet most interesting behavior for p equal or lose to pc.We have here a system with a funtion θ(p,L), whih has a phase transition, but,at least in dimension 2, is ontinuous. Physiists have been suessful in analyzingsuh systems by use of so-alled saling hypothesis: for p 6= pc there is a single lengthsale ξ(p), alled the orrelation length, suh that for p lose to pc, at distane nthe piture of the system looks like a single funtion of n/ξ(p). More expliitly, itis assumed that many quantities behave like T

(

n/ξ(p)
) for some funtion T whihis the same for a lass of latties L. What happens when p = pc ? No speiallength sale singled out (other than the lattie spaing) ? The orrelation length isbelieved to go to ∞ as p → pc. Therefore, shall think of looking at our system ina �xed piee of spae, but letting the lattie spaing go to 0. Call this "taking thesaling limit" or "taking the ontinuum limit." Stas' great result: This limit existsand is onformally invariant for ritial site perolation on the triangular lattie inthe plane. 2. The saling limitWhat to expet when p = pc ? One hopes that at least the luster distributionand the distribution of the interfaes (urves separating two adjaent lusters) on-verge in some sense in the saling limit. Sine there is no speial sale, one expetssale invariane of the limit. If L has enough symmetry an also hope for rotationalsymmetry of saling limit. In dimension two, sale and rotation invariane togethershould give invariane under holomorphi transformations. If one believes in saleinvariane, then an expet power laws, i.e., that ertain funtions behave like apower of n or |p − pc| for n large or p lose to pc. E.g., if we set R = R(p) = theradius of the open luster of the origin, then sale invariane at p = pc would give(2.1) Ppc

{R ≥ xy}
Ppc

{R ≥ y} → g(x)for some funtion g(x), as y → ∞ and x ≥ 1 �xed. This, in turn, would imply
g(xu) = g(x)g(u) and g(x) = xλ for some onstant λ. Complete proof of (2.3) andevaluation of λ in [17℄ is muh more intriate.Neessarily λ ≤ 0, sine (2.1) ≤ 1 for x ≥ 1. Now let ε > 0 and (1 + ε)k ≤ t ≤
(1 + ε)k+1. Then(2.2) Ppc

{R ≥ t} ≤ Ppc
{R ≥ (1 + ε)k} = Ppc

{R ≥ 1}
k

∏

j=1

Ppc
{R ≥ (1 + ε)j}

Ppc
{R ≥ (1 + ε)(j−1)} .Sine

Ppc
{R ≥ (1 + ε)j}

Ppc
{R ≥ (1 + ε)(j−1)} → g(1 + ε) = (1 + ε)λ as j → ∞,we obtain

Ppc
{R ≥ t} ≤ tλ+o(1) as t → ∞.



englishTHE WORK OF STANISLAV SMIRNOV 4By replaing k by k + 1 and reversing the inequality in the lines following (2.2) wesee that(2.3) Ppc
{R ≥ t} = tλ+o(1) as t → ∞ or lim

t→∞

log Ppc
{R ≥ t}

log t
= λ.Of ourse we did not prove (2.1) here, nor did we obtain information about λ.Di�erent but related kind of power law

log
[

θ(p)
]

log(p − pc)
→ β as p ↓ pc.Exponents suh as λ and β are alled ritial exponents. It is believed that allthese exponents an be obtained as algebrai funtions of only a small number ofindependent exponents. Physiists have indeed found (non-rigorously) that variousquantities behave as powers. On basis of heuristis and simulations, exponents arebelieved to be universal: they depend basially on the dimension of the lattie only.Should exist and be the same for the bond and site version on Z

2 and the bond andsite version on the triangular lattie. For the planar latties physiists preditedvalues for many of these exponents.The pathbreaking work of Stas and Lawler, Shram, Werner has made proof ofsome power laws possible. E.g., proesses related to site perolation on triangularlattie, loop erased random walk, uniform spanning tree. Nevertheless, no proofyet of universality for perolation.Taitly assume all further results for perolationon the triangular lattie. As stated by Stas in his leture at the last ICM ([22℄,p.1421), "The point whih is perhaps still less understood both from mathematisand physis points of view is why there exists a universal onformally equivalentsaling limit."Many people believe that proving existene and onformal equivalene of salinglimit would be useful. This is still vague statement. Topology for saling limit notlearly spei�ed. It seems that M. Aizenman (see [15℄, bottom of p. 556) was the�rst to express the existene of the limit of rossing probabilities as a requirementfor saling limit.A rossing probability of a Jordan domain D with boundary the Jordan urve
∂D is a probability of the form

P{∃ a simple, oupied path in D from the ar [a, b] to the ar [c, d]},where D = losure of D, and a, b, c, d are four points in ounterlokwise order on
∂D and the interiors of the four ars [a, b], [b, c], [c, d] and [d, a] are disjoint. Wemay replae "oupied path" by "vaant path" in this de�nition.Seems reasonable to require that eah rossing probability onverges to somelimit if our perolation on�guration onverges. We shall see soon that this isindeed the ase in Stas' approah.

Figure 2



englishTHE WORK OF STANISLAV SMIRNOV 5Now suppose D is a Jordan domain with boundary the Jordan urve J whihontains the 4 points a, b, c, d (more generality is possible, but we don't disusstehnialities here). Consider limit of rossing probability from ar [d, a] to ar
[b, c]. Replae d by z and onsider the funtion

Hδ(a, b, c, z) := E{Qδ(a, b, c, z)}as a funtion of z ∈ D, where
Qδ(z) = there exists in D a simple, oupied path from thear [b, c] to the ar [c, a] whih separates z from the ar [a, b].

(2.4)Want to show that limδ↓0 Hδ(a, b, c, z) exists and has value whih agrees withCardy's formula ([8℄).Stas realized that Hδ(·) has to satisfy ertain boundary onditions whih wedenote as (BC), without spelling them out.(A mixed Dirihlet-Neumann problem).It has a unique harmoni solution h, say. He had the great insight how to useuniqueness of harmoni funtions whih satisfy (BC) on D. By a sequene ofingenious triks Stas manages to show that every subsequential limit of Hδ(a, b, c, z)(as δ ↓ 0) is harmoni in z ∈ D, and satisies (BC) and hene equals h. Sine h isunique, the full limit limδ↓0 Hδ(a, b, c, z) must exist and be equal to h. This limitis onformally invariant by onstrution.By using Riemann mapping theorem an transfer alulation of h on D to al-ulation of h on an equilateral triangle. On suh a triangle it is a linear funtion.Thus the rossing probabilities Hδ have limits, whih an be omputed expliitly.These limits agree with Cardy's formula ([8℄).This shows that individual rossing probabilities have a saling limit whih agreewith Cardy's formula as desired. From here on there is still a lot of work to doto obtain the "full saling limit". Stas [20, 21℄ outlined what needs to be doneto get weak onvergene of all long oupied and vaant paths. This was done by[5, 6, 7℄. Later expositions in [4, 24℄. Espeially ompliated is the piture of allloops. There are loops inside loops et. As stated in the abstrat of [5℄: "Theseloops do not ross but do touh eah other�indeed, any two loops are onneted bya �nite 'path' of touhing loops."3. Shramm-Loewner Evolutions (SLE).A short time before Smirnov's paper, Shramm tried to �nd out how onfor-mal invariane ould be used (if shown to apply) to study also other models thanperolation. Loewner tried with his evolutions to prove Bieberbah's onjeture.He represented a family of urves (one for eah z ∈ H) by means of a single fun-tion Ut. Here H is the open upper halfplane, Ut is a given funtion, and after areparametrization, gt is a solution of the initial value problem(3.1) ∂

∂t
gt(z) =

2

gt(z) − Ut
, g0(z) = z.Let

Tz = sup{s : solution is well de�ned for t ∈ [0, s) with gs(z) ∈ H}and Ht := {z : Tz > t}. Then gt is the unique onformal transformation from Htonto H for whih gt(z) − z → 0 as z → ∞ (see [16℄, Theorem 4.6). The gt arising



englishTHE WORK OF STANISLAV SMIRNOV 6in this way are alled (hordal) Loewner hains and {Ut} the driving funtion. See[16℄, Theorem 4.6.Loewner hains and driving funtion {Ut} were deterministi. Shramm [18℄asked whether a random driving funtion ould produe some of the known randomurves as Loewner hain {gt}. He showed in [18℄ that if the proess {gt} has ertainMarkov properties, then one an obtain this proess as Loewner hain only if thedriving funtion is√κ × Brownian motion, for some κ ≥ 0.The proesses whih have suh a driving funtion are alled SLE's (originally thisstood for "stohasti Loewner Evolution", but is now ommonly read as Shramm-Loewner evolution).When a hain is an SLEκ, new omputations beome possible or muh simpli�ed.In partiular, the existene and expliit values of most of the ritial exponentshave now been rigorously established (but see questions Q2 and Q4 below). Stashas made major ontributions to these determinations in [17, 23℄. In partiular heprovided essential steps for showing that a ertain interfae between oupied andvaant sites in perolation is an SLE6 urve.The SLE alulations on�rm preditions of physiists, as well as a onjetureof Mandelbrot. Can now desribe various planar random urves by means of SLEpaths. Also intersetion properties of Brownian paths. SLEκ proesses with di�er-ent κ an have quite di�erent behavior. A good survey of perolation and SLE isin [19℄, and [16℄ is a full length treatment of SLE.4. Generalization and some open problemsI don't know of any lattie model in physis whih has as muh independenebuilt in as perolation. It is therefore of great signi�ane that Stas has a wayto attak problems onerning the existene and onformal invariane of a salinglimit for some models with dependene between sites, and in partiular for thetwo-dimensional Ising model. Stas and Dmitry Chelkak an apparently show thatin the ritial Ising model interfaes between spinlusters have a onformally in-variant saling limit whih is desribed by SLE3 urves. The oldest lattie model ?Enormous literature. I am largely ignorant of this literature and have not workedmy way through Stas' papers on these models. Nevertheless am exited by the fatthat Stas is seriously attaking suh models.To onlude, here are some problems on perolation. These also have appearedin other lists, (see in partiular [19℄),but you may like to be hallenged again.Q1 Prove the existene and �nd the value of ritial exponents of perolation onother two-dimensional latties than the triangular one and establish universality intwo dimensions.This seems to be quite beyond our reah at this time. Probably even more so isthe same question in dimension > 2.Q2 Prove a power law and �nd a ritial exponent for the probability that thereare j disjoint oupied paths from the dis {z : |z| ≤ r} to {z : |z| > R}. For j = 1this is the one-arm problem of [17℄. For j ≥ 2, the problem is solved, at least forthe triangular lattie, if some of the arms are oupied and some are vaant (seeTheorem 4 in [23℄), but it seems that there is not even a onjetured exponent forthe ase when all arms are to be oupied or all vaant.



englishTHE WORK OF STANISLAV SMIRNOV 7More spei� questions areQ3 Is the perolation probability (right) ontinuous at pc ? Equivalently, is thereperolation at pc ? This is only a problem for d > 2. The answer in d = 2 is thatthere is no perolation at pc;Q4 Establish the existene and �nd the value of a ritial exponent for theexpeted number of lusters per site. This quantity is denoted by
κ(p) =

∞
∑

n=1

1

n
Pp{

∣

∣C
∣

∣}in [12℄, p. 23. The answer is still unknown, even for ritial perolation on thetwo-dimensional triangular lattie. It is known that κ(p) is twie di�erentiable on
[0, 1], but it is believed that the third derivative at pc fails to exist; see [14℄, Chapter9. This problem is mainly of historial interest, beause there was an attempt toprove that pc for bond perolation on Z

2 equals 1/2, by showing that κ(p) has onlyone singularity in (0, 1). 5. ConlusionI have been amazed and greatly pleased by the progress whih Stas Smirnov andoworkers have made in a deade. They have totally hanged the �elds of randomplanar urves and of two dimensional lattie models. Stas has shown that he hasthe talent and insight to produe surprising results, and his work has been a majorstimulus for the explosion in the last 15 years or so of probabilisti results aboutrandom planar urves.As some of the listed problems here show, there still are fundamental, and prob-ably di�ult, issues to be settled. I wish Stas a long and reative areer, and thatwe all may enjoy his mathematis.

Figure 3
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